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Population ethics for an imperfect world: Basic justice, reasonable disagreement, 

and unavoidable value judgements 

 

Abstract: Our collective impact on the environment results from a 

combination of population, affluence and technology. Human population, 

2.6bn in 1950, is predicted to reach 10.9bn by 2100. So much we know. 

But beyond this starting point questions of population are presented in 

several ways in normative debate, often with problematic underlying 

moral assumptions. This paper clarifies and critiques four interconnected 

claims: (1) the Current Carrying Capacity Claim; (2) the Basic Justice 

Carrying Capacity Claim; (3) the Optimum Population Claim; and (4) the 

Population Variable Claim. A moral framework for population policy 

evaluation is then sketched which promises to avoid the most troubling of 

these moral critiques, whilst maintaining the valuable elements of (2) and 

(4). This prioritises the ‘morally basic’ at two levels: in terms of specific 

policy implications and the broader-level need to remain within the 

circumstances of global and intergenerational justice. However, it faces up 

to unavoidable trade-offs between other morally significant criteria. Three 

significant challenges to filling out the model are outlined, and the need 

acknowledged, however, problematically, for some global-level 

judgement call. 

 

[Word count: 7938 incl. notes and bibliography.] 

 

Human population size, 2.6bn in 1950 and 7.7bn in 2019, is predicted to reach 9.7bn in 

2050 and 10.9bn by 2100 (UN DESA, 2019, pp. 2-3).1 Our collective impact on the 
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environment (I) results from a combination of population (P), affluence (A), and 

technology (T), with T understood in a broad sense as the conversion of per capita 

affluence into ecological footprint. (The IPAT equation (Ehrlich & Holdren, 1972).2) 

Beyond this starting point, however, the normative questions around population are 

presented in several ways. I highlight this because there is a real danger, firstly, that 

confusion or elision between these could result in discussion at cross purposes, and, 

secondly, of under-acknowledged and sometimes controversial moral assumptions 

being allowed to pass unchallenged.  

This paper will do two things. Firstly, it will identify and critically assess four 

claims that appear in current debate as prima facie justifications for policy to reduce 

population growth.3  

The first three are claims that the earth is or risks becoming ‘overpopulated’: in 

the sense that our current total ecological resource use exceeds planetary limits (Current 

Carrying Capacity Claim); in the sense that there is a risk of reaching a population at 

which even doing basic justice would exceed planetary limits (Basic Justice Carrying 

Capacity Claim); or in the sense that population exceeds the level optimum for human 

wellbeing within planetary limits (Optimum Population Claim). (I take ‘basic justice’ to 

mean everyone being able to secure the central elements of a decent human life.) The 

fourth claim is that population is one variable among others to adjust in attempting to 

remain within planetary limits (Population Variable Claim). In particular, robust moral 

objections will be raised to the Current Carrying Capacity Claim and the Optimum 

Population Claim.  

Secondly, the paper will rebuild from this process of deconstruction to redefine 

the challenges facing any attempt normatively to evaluate potential population policy.  
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Before starting, note that ‘population policy’ can include both procreative 

policies (policies to reduce birth rates) and attempts by the global community or other 

states to encourage, aid or incentivise states to introduce such policies. Procreative 

policies fall into the following categories (Cripps, 2016a, 2016b). At the two extremes 

are choice-providing policies, including provision of and education about family 

planning, social security in old age, and the education and empowerment of women; and 

directly coercive policies. However, the former are broadly speaking morally required 

as part of basic justice (Cafaro, 2012, pp. 47-48; Cripps, 2016a, p. 382)?4 The latter are 

morally abhorrent: forced abortion or sterilization is a basic rights violation. 

The interesting normative debate is around the policies between these extremes: 

incentive-changing or internalising policies. Incentive-changing policies change pay-

offs to persuade individuals and couples to have fewer children. These range from 

economic penalties to small positive financial incentives or the cultivation of a social 

norm of approval for smaller families. Internalising policies are designed to impose the 

social or environmental costs of additional children on parents, perhaps via a tax system 

or (as will be discussed later) an individual ‘environmental impact card’. In practice, 

internalising policies will often have an incentive effect. However, unlike negative 

incentive-changing policies, they need not be presented as sanctions. 

I will henceforth use ‘population policy’ for incentive-changing or internalising 

policies. Where direct coercion or choice-provision is implied, this will be specified.  

Part I. Criticising current debate 

Current Carrying Capacity Claim  

Population policies could be justified because the earth is overpopulated in the 

sense that humans’ current combined use of ecological resources exceeds 
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planetary limits. 

 

Humanity’s ecological footprint5 amounts to 1.7 Earths annually (Global Footprint 

Network, 2016). At least three planetary boundaries have been crossed: for climate 

change, ocean acidification and nitrogen use (Rockstrom et al., 2009). In other words, 

we are exceeding the carrying capacity for current average standards of living. On the 

Current Carrying Capacity Claim, this is taken as reason to describe the planet as 

overpopulated by humans and to make a case for population reduction.  

This is not only logically misguided but can have very problematic implications 

(Cripps, 2016b, pp. 382-384). To leap from the fact of our exceeding biocapacity or 

transgressing planetary boundaries to the conclusion that population growth is ‘the 

problem’ is to neglect other components of the IPAT equation. Particularly worryingly, 

this move is easily associated with attempts to shift responsibility for action from so-

called more developed countries (MDCs) to so-called less developed ones (LDCs), with 

higher population growth (UN DESA, 2019, p. 12). This ignores both the much higher 

per capita footprint in MDCs, often within luxury lifestyles, and the reasons for 

continued high population growth in LDCs. These include economic insecurity, gender 

injustice, and lack of free informed choice, all of which may themselves be linked to 

past or current actions of MDCs (Okyere-Manu, 2016, pp. 284-287).6 

While academic scholarship has mostly moved beyond this un-nuanced 

approach, elements remain in public or media debate.7 It also remains crucial to identify 

this claim in order explicitly to dissociate oneself from it, given the strong reactions 

provoked by any mention of population policy as a result of the morally abhorrent 

history of ‘population control’ in practice.8 
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Basic Justice Carrying Capacity Claim 

Population policies could be justified because there is a significant risk 

of overpopulation in the sense that even basic global justice and 

intergenerational justice would be impossible within planetary limits. 

More recently, a new understanding has emerged in the global and climate 

justice literature: the risk of ‘overpopulation’ as exceeding ecological capacity for basic 

justice global and intergenerational justice (Cafaro, 2012; Cripps, 2016a, 2016b; 

Gheaus, 2016). ‘Basic justice’, recall, is taken to mean everyone being able to secure 

the central elements of a decent human life. Basic intergenerational justice requires 

leaving future generations able to do the same.  

We are, alas, very far from securing either of these ends in practice (Global 

Footprint Network, 2016; Raworth, 2012; Rockstrom et al., 2009). According to the 

Basic Justice Carrying Capacity Claim, predicted population growth could put one of 

the next few generations in a situation where they cannot do so. This generation would 

face a tragic choice between the two: a choice where all the options are morally terrible 

(Cripps, 2016a, pp. 3-4). It would be outside the ‘circumstances of justice’ (Rawls, 

1971, pp. 109-112) 

The extent of the risk depends on how minimally basic justice is defined. The 

elements of a ‘decent human life’ are a matter of contested debate (to which I will 

return), but roughly speaking, the more people there are, the lower we must go in terms 

of development to find a country whose average lifestyle would be globally 

sustainable.9 Moreover, on at least one socially, scientifically and philosophical credible 

account, the risk is significant.  

A doughnut-shaped ‘safe, just operating space’ (SJS) for humanity has been 

identified, bounded on one side by nine planetary boundaries10 and on the other by the 
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need to secure the social foundation for human flourishing (Raworth, 2012). The 

components of that social foundation – food, water, income, education, resilience, 

voice, jobs, energy, social equity, gender equality, health, food, water and income – are 

dawn from governments’ stated social priorities for the 2012 UN Conference on 

Sustainable Development (Raworth, 2012, pp. 9-10). They are also largely prerequisites 

for the enjoyment of central interests widely recognised in philosophical debate: the 

opportunity for continued life, health, bodily integrity, some kind of affiliation, and 

scope to form and pursue a conception of the good.11 Recent research warns that the 

‘doughnut’ could become ‘a vanishingly thin ring’ on predicted population growth 

(O'Neill, L.Fanning, Lamb, & Steinberger, 2018, p. 92). 

By putting basic human interests centre stage, the Basic Justice Carrying 

Capacity Claim avoids some objections to the Current Carrying Capacity Claim. 

However, even this alternative approach must be carefully nuanced. The likelihood of 

exceeding the carrying capacity for basic justice on predicted population growth does 

not itself mean that population policies are necessary (Caney, 2020; Cripps, 2016a, pp. 

386-387; 2016b, pp. 11-14; Heyward, 2012, pp. 719-724).  

Once again, recall the other elements of the IPAT equation. Alternative policies 

include investment in and transfer of renewables and energy efficiency technology (T) 

and lifestyle changes to reduce per capita emissions. The latter includes both reducing 

consumption (A) itself and reducing the rate at which it translates into ecological 

footprint (T). 

Moreover, policies such as education, social security and family planning 

provision, themselves part of basic global and intergenerational justice, tend to reduce 

population growth (Bongaarts, 2016; Bradley, Croft, Fishel, & Westoff, 2012; Lutz & 

KC, 2011). According to one study, successfully implementing the Sustainable 
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Development Goals could keep global population growth well below UN forecasts, 

resulting in a total of  8.2-8.7bn (rather than 10.9bn) in 2100 (Abel, Barakat, KC, & 

Lutz, 2016; UN DESA, 2019, pp. 2-3). Thus, recognising the potential basic justice cost 

of population growth adds a further urgent moral reason to the already strong case for 

immediate global action on basic global justice, especially gender justice, combined 

with environmental protection measures. 

However, there are reasons not to dismiss the Basic Justice Carrying Capacity 

Claim altogether. Meeting SJS-inspired foundational goals within planetary boundaries 

would require physical and social provisioning systems to become ‘two to six times 

more efficient’ at translating resource use into social outcomes, even for a population of 

7bn (O'Neill et al., 2018, p. 92). The pressure on ‘T’ to do so for a population even of 8-

9bn would be considerable.  

The transition to ‘green’ energy (necessary to transform the physical 

provisioning system) would have to take place at unprecedented speed compared with 

previous energy transitions (UN DESA, 2011, pp. x-xiv). Relying on technological 

change (narrowly understood) in isolation is also dangerous because of the likelihood of 

a ‘rebound’ effect, whereby costs are freed up for greater consumption elsewhere 

(O'Neill et al., 2018, pp. 92-93).12 Finally, the longer effective action is delayed on 

lifestyle changes, technology, and basic rights provision, the slower will be any 

resultant demographic or other changes. (Four years have passed since Abel et al. 

(2016).) 

Given this, a modified Basic Justice Carrying Capacity Claim might be 

maintained. This would make a potential case for population policies, over and above 

other basic and intergenerational justice policies, to reduce the risk of leaving future 

generations outside the circumstances of basic justice. The term ‘potential’ is carefully 
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used here, given the moral concerns to be raised around the policies themselves. The 

point is simply that the decision not to introduce them – let alone not even to consider 

them – also constitutes a risk (Cripps, 2016a, pp. 11-14). 

Optimum Population Claim 

Population policies could be justified because population is well above 

the level for optimum human wellbeing within planetary limits.13  

 

The Optimum Population Claim also appeals to the finite ecological resources of the 

planet: in this instance, to the carrying capacity for maximal welfare. However, there 

are normatively very significant differences. This literature starts from neither the fact 

of current consumption levels nor the limited aim of securing what is needed for basic 

justice: it takes for granted the desirability of preserving some higher standard of living. 

Although the optimum population figures vary considerably, they tend to be far below 

the current world population of 7.7bn.14 

The conclusion is reached in two ways, both broadly seeking to optimise human 

well-being without exceeding biocapacity or crossing planetary boundaries. The 

standard approach begins by identifying a desirable living standard. This is usually 

comparatively affluent, for example, the current European standard, or the income level 

beyond which, statistically, further increases no longer increase happiness (A. Dasgupta 

& Dasgupta, Forthcoming; Lianos & Pseiridis, 2016, p. 1687) It is then calculated how 

big a population could be maintained at this level within planetary boundaries, 

sometimes incorporating further criteria such as cultural diversity or scope for artistic 

innovation (Daily et al., 1994; A. Dasgupta & Dasgupta, Forthcoming; Lianos & 

Pseiridis, 2016; Pimentel et al., 1994; Pimentel et al., 2010).  
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More recently, a ‘generation-relative’ utilitarian approach has been defended (P. 

Dasgupta, 2019). This gives some weight to the well-being of potential people but more 

to that of those who already exist. Combined with empirical data and assumptions about 

well-being standards – this time not about the most desirable standard of living (which 

is yielded by the calculation) but about the ‘well-being subsistence level’ at which life is 

neither good nor bad (P. Dasgupta, 2019, pp. 26-27, 61-65) – different weightings yield 

different ‘optimum’ human population sizes.  

A key concern as follows. Like other carrying capacity claims, the Optimum 

Population Claim neglects the fact that neither the conversion of ecological resources 

into affluence nor that of affluence into human well-being are fixed. (That is, the A and 

particularly the T of the IPAT equation can be adjusted, to allow higher P without 

reducing well-being.15) It is not fixed temporally: social changes can enable higher well-

being with lower ecological resources, whether through lifestyle changes (less 

materialism, plant-based diets), ‘green’ (renewable and energy efficiency) technology or 

an infrastructural combination of the two (a shift from cars to low-carbon public 

transport). While the power of T is not limitless (as stressed above), it does have 

significant potential, especially when the two elements are combined (O'Neill et al., 

2018, pp. 92-93). 

The conversion rate between environmental impact and individual well-being is 

also geographically and culturally variable. This raises significant normative concerns 

about the global-level assumptions used to calculate optimum population. Communities 

vary in their views on the standard of living necessary for well-being or the value of 

large families. For some, the latter ranks higher than achieving a comparatively affluent 

lifestyle (Fernandez & Fogli, 2006; Okyere-Manu, 2016, pp. 181-184).  
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Finally, some of the factors taken for granted in early optimum population 

calculations are morally problematic, for example the decision to build in ‘current levels 

of inequality’ (Daily et al., 1994, p. 471). The justification given – that these are 

unlikely to change – is insufficient from the perspective of global justice. Evaluating 

possible responses to non-compliance is a core component of non-ideal justice theory, 

but it is hard to see it as belonging in the calculation of the supposedly ideal, or 

‘optimum’, population size.16 Moreover, a morally-informed framework is needed even 

to rank responses to non-compliance. The least unjustifiable approaches would increase 

compliance or impose additional costs on non-compliers themselves (Caney, 2016). A 

response which accommodates these costs by increasing burdens on the most vulnerable 

will score poorly on any morally-informed model.  

Population Variable Claim 

  

Population policies could be justified because population is one variable 

among others that can legitimately be adjusted in attempting to secure 

global and intergenerational justice whilst remaining within global 

carrying capacity. 

 

Detaching from the appropriate interpretation of ‘overpopulation’, population size can 

be considered simply as one of the variables adjustable in the attempt to remain within 

planetary boundaries. The idea is that in responding to (say) climate change, the state, 

global society, or the individual can legitimately focus more or less on technological 

investment and transfer, lifestyle changes, or population. This been taken up in 

ecological economics as well as in a new ‘ecological liberalism’ approach in climate 

justice theory (Alcott, 2012; Attenborough, 2011; Caney, 2020).17 At its most 
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normatively compelling, the aim is not simply to remain within planetary limits but to 

do whilst securing basic global and intergenerational justice. There are a number of 

moral advantages to the Population Variable Claim, but also some problems. 

The first question is whether the trade-off is determined at global, state or 

individual level. A global-level decision raises parallel objections to those facing the 

Optimum Population Claim. Cultures differ on the relative value of a comparatively 

affluent lifestyle or a large family (Fernandez & Fogli, 2006; Okyere-Manu, 2016, pp. 

181-184). Given the global balance of power and the history of population policy, it is 

likely that more vulnerable, less affluent societies would be inadequately represented in 

decision-making (Hardt & Negri, 2004; Sasser, 2018, pp. 33-36; Wilson, 2012). 

Alternatively, suppose each state has a globally-agreed environmental impact 

‘quota’ and decides which aspect of the IPAT equation to target in reducing this. A 

number of moral concerns arise. Firstly, if the Basic Justice Carrying Capacity Claim is 

correct, states might not be able to have a completely free choice in making their trade-

offs: a combination of choice resulting in comparatively high population could mean 

bequeathing a tragic choice situation.  

Secondly, it is unclear how a state could maintain a comparatively low 

population and high per capita carbon footprint without curbing migration. To do so, 

however, conflicts with freedom of movement: another arguably significant moral good. 

Thirdly, as at the global level, a state decision to introduce demographic targets 

favours some views about the value of procreation over others. Given that population 

policy has historically violated the basic rights of women of colour (e.g. in the US), 

there are reasons to fear the choice would not adequately reflect the views of these 

communities (Sasser, 2018, pp. 137-144).  
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Fourthly – and also historically grounded – there is a danger that some states 

would over focus on population, potentially using rights-violating measures and 

undermining the overall aim of securing both intergenerational and global justice (Nair 

et al., 2004). 

Fifthly, explicitly demographic policies give rise to significant moral objections. 

Let us focus here on incentive-changing policies, employed to target some particular 

population level. These, recall, range from soft (campaigns for a social norm of smaller 

families, small positive economic incentives) to hard (economic sanctions).18 

 

The moral hazards of incentive-changing policies 

Incentive-changing policies may be incompatible with basic justice. This is so if they 

can only be complied with by sacrificing a woman’s only route to social respect or a 

couple’s provision for security in old-age, or if sanctions on large families deprived 

children of a decent life (Cripps, 2016a, pp. 7-11). Even assuming basic interests can be 

protected (by introducing such policies only against a background of basic justice, 

employing only small, positive incentives, or providing for children’s basic interests 

directly through the state), three significant concerns remain. 

Population policies change the relative position of children in large families: an 

institutional unfairness.19 Avoiding this entirely requires taking so much of parenting 

away from parents as to threaten the integrity of the family (Cripps, 2016a, pp. 16-17).20 

Even soft incentive-changing policies, such as campaigns to cultivate a small family 

norm, arguably do psychological damage by stigmatizing children in larger families 

(Heyward, 2012, pp. 717-718). This possibility merits serious empirical investigation. 

Incentive-changing policies could also increase gender inequality unless introduced 

against a background not only of basic gender justice but of full gender equality (Casal, 
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1999, p. 374; Cripps, 2016a, pp. 14-17). Women would generally suffer 

disproportionately from (say) a reduction in parental leave. 

 

The individual level: environmental impact card21 

Finally, suppose trade-offs between A, P and T are made at an individual level, perhaps 

through an ‘environmental impact card’ which holds a number of ecological footprint 

credits, to be spent on lifestyle or procreative choices.22 The environmental costs of 

procreation are internalised in a very specific way: within parents’ ecological 

footprint.23  

This model has normative advantages. It enables freedom of choice (Caney, 

2020). It also improves institutional fairness across adults: without such policies, the 

additional costs of securing basic justice for an increased population size are shared 

across society. This amounts to imposing additional burdens on some as a result of the 

choices of others (Cripps, 2016a, pp. 14-16).24 Moreover, the moral obstacles facing 

incentive-changing policies are considerably reduced. An upbringing in a lower-

ecological-footprint household may have well-being advantages, mitigating institutional 

unfairness. Internalizing need not be stigmatizing if it is not seen as penalizing someone 

for a ‘socially bad’ choice, but as maximizing individual freedom whilst ensuring that 

the costs of individual choices do not fall on the rest of society. There would be fewer 

gender justice problems, assuming the ‘cost’ per child is split across the parents. 

However, some moral challenges remain and others arise. The environmental 

impact card could still exacerbate gender injustice and racial injustice. Denying 

fatherhood is easier and more prevalent than denying motherhood.25 Women of colour 

can have reasons for valuing large families which white women, who have historically 

been encouraged to have more children, cannot understand and which history-
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insensitive institutional fairness cannot capture (Sasser, 2018, pp. 137-144). Moreover, 

the environmental impact card requires a problematic degree of ‘legibility’ (Caney, 

Unpublished): individuals’ day-to-day lives must be visible in detail to states.  

A final problem is this: there is a limit to how far an environmental impact card 

can accommodate a large family. An additional child in the US is estimated to increase 

carbon dioxide emissions by 7 tonnes per year and in France by 1.4 tonnes per year, 

compared with 0.4 per year for shifting to a plant based diet, 2.4 for living car free, or 

1.6 for avoiding a Transatlantic flight (Halstead & Ackva, 2020).26 Short of moving to a 

country with a much lower per capita footprint,27 it is hard to see how US parents could 

‘balance out’ a big family by more frugal use of their ecological budget in other 

respects. Thus, at least some trade-offs must be determined at the collective level, by 

reducing the per capita impact of additional children. 

 This might not seem to be a problem. In general, effectiveness and efficiency 

considerations mandate making some environmental decisions at community or state 

level (Caney, 2020; Cripps, 2013). For example, reducing the carbon impact of 

transport is often costly for one person, but much cheaper per capita for society as a 

whole. Indeed, it is a stated advantage of ecological liberalism is that it balances cultural 

and individual differences with the need for some collective decision making to secure 

intergenerational justice (Caney, 2020).  

However, the point here is a very specific one: these collective decisions must 

determine how many children an individual card could maximally accommodate. Thus, 

individual procreative freedom will either have to be quite limited (say, effectively, to 

one or two children) or the state must commit to sufficient lifestyle reduction and/or 

investments in infrastructure and technology, to protect flexibility for larger families. 

Given the history of population control, serious concerns arise about how that choice 
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would be made and whether it would reflect the interests of minority or more vulnerable 

communities. There are also significant concerns about enforcement: without basic 

rights violations, the state cannot stop someone from having another child – or remove 

that child from them – even if they have run out of space on their environmental impact 

card. 

Thus, the Population Variable Claim presents both advantages and normative 

challenges. The overall result, I suggest, should not be to prompt us to dismiss all 

discussion of population policy, but to push us towards finding a nuanced normative 

framework for population policy evaluation. 

Part II. The normative challenge redefined 

The Combined Framework 

Following this critique of existing normative approaches, three elements remain worthy 

of salvage. Firstly, it is morally imperative to assess potential population policy only 

within the wider parameters of global and climate justice. Secondly, within this, there 

are two levels at which policies might be justified: 

 

• Level 1: Insofar as they are necessary, alongside cuts in per capita ecological 

footprint by the affluent, development aid (for basic justice), and the 

development and transfer of technology, to avoid an unacceptable risk of 

bequeathing a tragic choice between basic global and basic intergenerational 

justice. 

• Level 2: In addition to any policies justified at Level 1. That is, as potential 

substitutes for efforts to reduce individual per capita ecological footprints, in 

justly mitigating climate change and other environmental challenges. 
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Thirdly, recognition that the moral costs associated with population policy include both 

morally terrible outcomes (failures of basic justice) and significantly morally 

problematic but non-terrible outcomes.28 We have reason to feel very uncomfortable 

about the latter even if they don’t exceed the boundaries of basic morality.  

Some more problematic policy implications might be justified on Level 1 than 

on Level 2. For example, soft incentive changing policies might be justified despite the 

potential for stigmatization, if they were necessary to avoid an unacceptable risk of 

leaving our children outside the circumstances of justice altogether, but not in order to 

avoid preserve comparatively luxury per capita uses of ecological footprint. 

A first-shot normative framework for potential policy assessment might be 

sketched from these starting points.  

 

Combined Framework 

In normatively evaluating potential population policies: 

•  Lexical priority should be given to securing and maintaining basic 

global and intergenerational justice, including basic gender and race 

justice. This requires both: a) avoiding an unacceptable risk of 

bequeathing a situation in which population exceeds basic justice 

carrying capacity; and b) choosing policies compatible with basic 

justice.  

• Beyond this, trade-offs must be acknowledged and made between a 

number of morally significant but not basic criteria. These include: 

equality above the level of basic injustice, especially race and gender 

equality; institutional fairness above the level of basic injustice; liberty 
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above the level of basic injustice; sensitivity to historical accountability 

(for environmental harms and other injustices); the integrity of the 

family; cultural integrity; legibility.29 

 

Note that policy assessment is understood as including both the evaluation of specific 

policies and the question of whether any population policy should be introduced. 

The Combined Framework is intuitively attractive. It sets aside the problematic 

interpretations of ‘overpopulation’ in the Current Carrying Capacity and Optimum 

Population Claims. It rules out directly coercive policies and any incentive-changing or 

internalising policies that undermine basic interests. Moreover, it brings together 

nuanced versions of the Basic Carrying Capacity and Population Variable Claims. In 

prioritizing basic interests (including avoiding bequeathing a tragic choice), it is 

sensitive to the differences in justificatory force at Level 1 and Level 2, above. 

The remainder of the paper will indicate what would be needed to fill out this 

model in more detail, by identifying three key challenges to be overcome. It will also 

respond to a preliminary objection. 

 

Refining the framework 

Phrases such as ‘central interests’ and ‘decent human life’ have been used so far as 

placeholders. They draw on the uncontroversial idea that there are some key 

prerequisites for an adequately flourishing human life. However, there is ongoing 

debate on what exactly these are – for example, do they include opportunity for play?30 

– and what threshold level of protection is sufficient for basic justice. Given the impact 

of relative deprivation, is equality of central interests required? 
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This is the first challenge for filling out the Combined Framework: establishing 

the boundaries of basic justice. So long as basic interests are insufficiently specified, it 

is unclear whether a policy must be set aside as incompatible with them and 

indeterminate what would count as exceeding carrying capacity for basic justice. This, 

moreover, opens the way for an objection: how can we be sure that the Combined 

Framework can ring-fence basic justice? Might we not already be in the tragic situation 

foreseen by the Basic Justice Carrying Capacity Claim? 

The model must also establish a methodology for trading off non-basic but 

morally significant interests, and it must accommodate risk and uncertainty. The 

preliminary sketch, above, cites an ‘unacceptable risk’ of bequeathing a tragic choice. 

But it is an open question what level of risk (if any) would be acceptable. It is also 

impossible to put a figure on the risk actually being taken. 

Meeting these challenges requires going beyond abstract moral reasoning into 

detailed interdisciplinary engagement. Even the process by which a list of central 

interests can be reached – or a threshold set for their adequate provision – is contested.31 

Continued disagreement could, but will not always, reflect reasonable contextual or 

cultural difference (Robeyns, 2003, pp. 68-69). For example, there are reasons to 

consider systematic ‘systematic subordination’ of one group to another so damaging as 

to render gender and racial equality the most important of the ‘non-basic’ moral criteria 

(Nussbaum, 1995, p. 86) – or even basic interests.32 However, when it comes to ranking 

criteria such as legibility or institutional fairness, actual cultural difference might reflect 

reasonable, legitimate value pluralism.33 The same arguably applies to specifying 

acceptable levels of risk (within broad parameters), or when to apply a precautionary 

approach under uncertainty.34 Insofar as this is the case, the theoretical work of 
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completing the Combined Framework might be limited to drawing up criteria for the 

procedural legitimacy of decision-making.  

I do not fill out the model here: it should be evident that extensive further work 

is required, much of which overlaps with debates already being carried out elsewhere in 

justice theory. However, I will give a preliminary response to the objection above. 

The Combined Framework implicitly assumes that basic justice can be ring-

fenced. This is because the same studies underlying the Basic Justice Carrying Capacity 

Claim – that there is a significant risk of bequeathing a tragic choice situation – also 

indicate that we are not there yet. According to the SJS report, ‘the social foundation 

could be secured for everyone alive today with strikingly few additional resources’ 

(Raworth, 2012, p. 5). That ‘social foundation’ overlaps with a core set of central 

interests widely recognised in philosophical debate. It also includes gender equality and 

social equity (Raworth, 2012).  

O'Neill et al. (2018) do not claim that the SJS ‘doughnut’ is yet ‘vanishingly 

thin’. Rather, they point out that the aspects of the social foundation most tightly 

coupled to resource use – physical need satisfiers – are also those for which there are 

already more or less sufficient planetary resources for 7bn people. The efficiency gains 

are needed to secure qualitative components, where there is more flexibility and 

accordingly more scope to increase availability via reduced overconsumption and 

improved physical and social provisioning (O'Neill et al., 2018, pp. 92-93). 

Of course, this preliminary response may be wrong. Further interdisciplinary 

work to establish the basics of basic justice, combined with more empirical data and 

continued lack of practical progress, could show that we do already face a tragic choice. 

Then the two-level Combined Framework would have to become a three-level one, with 

some basic interests identified as both morally most salient and universally achievable. 
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These might correspond to basic physical needs. Protecting these would have lexical 

priority and a methodology would be needed to trade off other central interests against 

one another. Protecting these as far as possible would still take priority over morally 

significant but non-basic concerns.  

Establishing all this would pose further challenges. But if the situation is already 

tragic, the need for nuanced, interdisciplinarily-informed normative boundary-setting is 

not obviated: it is greater than ever. 

 

Conclusion: Unavoidable global value judgements 

This paper has criticised four prevalent justifications for population policy and sketched 

a normative policy assessment framework combining the morally valuable elements of 

two of these. The Combined Framework prioritises avoiding the morally terrible whilst 

acknowledging hard choices beyond that. Filling out the model requires overcoming 

three interlinked challenges: establishing the criteria for basic justice; ranking morally 

significant but non-basic criteria; and determining when the (unknown) risk of 

exceeding the carrying capacity for basic justice would be unacceptably reduced.  

In closing, and in light of these challenges, I must partially return to an approach 

rejected earlier. The Optimum Population Claim is not, it turns out, so easy to set aside.  

Interdisciplinary normative work can help flesh out the Combined Framework 

but, as we have seen, there is scope for reasonable cultural disagreement. This appears 

to limit the role of political philosopher to that of outlining procedural criteria for 

legitimate society-level decision-making. In some ways, this seems a progressive 

admission. In leaving scope for such variation whilst ring-fencing the morally basic, the 

Combined Framework promises to combine full acknowledgement of the central 
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importance of basic justice with reasonable cultural sensitivity. Unfortunately, however, 

there are limits to how far it can consistently do this. 

This is because some of the decisions to be made are unavoidably global. In 

prioritizing basic justice, the Combined Framework prioritizes avoiding an unacceptable 

risk of bequeathing a tragic choice. Given limited technological potential, this 

effectively introduces a global-level limit to population growth. What that limit is will 

depend on what the boundaries are of basic justice, as well as on what (under 

uncertainty) counts as avoiding ‘unacceptable’ risk. Thus, these questions must 

ultimately be answered for everyone. This paper has criticised ‘optimum’ population 

levels based on some allegedly universal desirable living standard. However, we cannot 

avoid a parallel global level-question: given feasible expectations of technological 

progress, what is the maximum population compatible with basic justice? And how 

much must be done to reduce the risk of exceeding that level, before we have fulfilled 

our duties to our descendants? 
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1 Median predictions. 

2 T thus includes lifestyle changes to reduce environmental impact per unit of affluence 

(e.g. plant-based eating) as well as technological innovations. 

3 This paper does not engage directly with the utilitarian philosophical debate around 

the value of adding human lives (Arrhenius, 2003; Broome, 2005; Parfit, 1984, 

1986).  

4 Note, however, feminist objections to framing such policies in demographic terms – 

which can result in means suboptimal for women’s health – and to putting the onus 

on individual women to choose ‘responsibly’, rather than address wider factors 

underlying high birth rates and ecological damage (Nair, Kirbat, & Sexton, 2004, pp. 

2-3; Petchesky, 2003, p. 50; Sasser, 2018, pp. 4-8). 

5 Resource use and the biocapacity required to absorb waste (Global Footprint Network, 

2016). There are concerns that the ‘overshoot’ figure is misleading, given the 

difficulty of summarising so many complex factors (Pearce, 2013). However, it can 

safely be taken as a rough indicator that we are doing serious harm to the 

environment. See also P. Dasgupta (2019, p. 105). 

6 Note also the role of MDCs in exacerbating environmental damage in LDCs (WWF, 

2012, p. 57). 

7 Consider the speech by affluent father of three, the Duke of Cambridge, highlighting 

population growth in Africa as a leading cause of wildlife loss (Cambridge, 2017). 

The Current Carrying Capacity Claim has also been defended in academic debate 
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(Hardin, 1968, 1974; Rolston, 1996). For rebuttals, see Cripps (2016b); Gardiner 

(2001). 

8 For example, the post-colonialist critique of the population movement as necessarily 

racist (Hardt & Negri, 2004; Wilson, 2012). For a critique, see Coole (2018). 

9 Cripps (2017, pp. 28-29); Global Footprint Network (2016); UN Development 

Programme (2019, pp. 300-303); WWF (2014, p. 32)  

10 Climate change, ocean acidification, stratospheric ozone, biogeochemical nitrogen 

and phosphorus, global freshwater use, land system change, biodiversity loss, 

chemical boundaries and atmospheric aerosol loading (Rockstrom et al., 2009). 

11 These are a subset of Martha Nussbaum’s capabilities and compatible with Amartya 

Sen’s ‘basic capabilities’. They also follow from basic need models combined with 

core conditions for autonomy (Nussbaum, 2000, pp. 77-80; Raz, 1986, p. 369; Sen, 

1993, p. 41; 1999, p. 20; Stewart, 1996, p. 64).  

12 See also P. Dasgupta (2019, pp. 112-116). 

13 Those identifying optimum population levels do not always conclude that population 

policy is prima facie defensible, although they frequently do (Lianos and Pseiridis 

(2016, pp. 1692-1694); Pimentel et al. (2010, pp. 605-607)). Partha Dasgupta  (2019, 

p. 7) seeks ‘a sense of the numbers involved, nothing more’. 

14 Daily, Ehrlich, and Ehrlich (1994) estimate 1.5-2bn people; Pimentel et al 1-2bn 

(1994, p. 363); A. Dasgupta and Dasgupta (Forthcoming) 1.8bn; Lianos & Pseiridis 

3.1bn (2016, pp. 1686-1687). P. Dasgupta (2019) provides examples corresponding 

to different estimates for well-being subsistence and different weightings for the 

well-being of potential/actual persons. For a weighting of 0.05 and a subsistence 

income of 3500 international dollars, the figure is 1.5bn (2019, p. 112). 
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15 P. Dasgupta (2019, pp. 112-116) cautions against relying on technological innovation 

to reduce resource use. 

16 Non-ideal theory deals with scenarios of more than moderate scarcity, unfavourable 

circumstances and/or partial compliance (Heyward & Roser, 2016, pp. 5-6). 

17 Hickey, Rieder, and Earl (2016) and Coole (2018) make versions of this claim. Coole 

also incorporates basic justice carrying capacity concerns (2018, pp. 18-28). Hickey 

et al. (2016, pp. 848-851) stress the potential failure of the ‘current consensus 

approach’ to avoid dangerous climate change, which could interpreted as either the 

Basic Justice Carrying Capacity Claim or closer to the Current Carrying Capacity 

Claim.  

18 Hickey et al.’s ‘population engineering’ programme includes all these, though not in 

all circumstances or parts of the world (2016, pp. 866-870). 

19 I take institutional fairness to be a comparatively weak version of luck egalitarianism. 

20 ‘Family’ need not imply the western heterosexual nuclear family model. Note that 

this challenge is not unique to population policy: it applies to any use of incentives to 

deter parents from socially costly behaviour patterns. 

21 In parallel with Simon Caney’s ‘carbon card’ (2020).  

22 If having the opportunity to parent is itself an entitlement of basic justice, arguably 

the individual should not have the option of exchanging it (Conly, 2015, pp. 32-62; 

Cripps, 2016a, pp. 6-8; Dworkin, 1981, pp. 243-244). However, the model could be 

adjusted to include only procreative decisions beyond the first child.  

23 On the general (in)justice of internalising the costs of parenting, see e.g. Casal (1999); 

Olsaretti (2017).  
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24 The moral force of this depends on the environmental costs of other lifestyle 

decisions already being internalised and on procreative choices being free and 

informed (Cripps, 2016a, pp. 15-16). 

25 For example, 34,834 live births were registered in the UK in 2018 with no 

information on the father or second parent (Office for National Statistics, 2018). 

26 On another study, the average US woman increases her carbon footprint by 5.7 times 

her lifetime total by having a child (Murtaugh & Schlax, 2009). However, this makes 

problematic assumptions (Halstead & Ackva, 2020). 

27 Thanks to Simon Caney for elucidation on this point. 

28 I have elsewhere distinguished between tragic choices, where all the outcomes are 

morally terrible, and hard moral choices where they are all significantly morally 

problematic (Cripps, 2016a, p. 2). 

29 Although I do not discuss it here, this model could be expanded to include a non-

anthropocentric value: preservation of non-human species or ecosystems and/or the 

prevention of serious harm to non-human animals.  

30 This included in Nussbaum’s list of central human functionings (Nussbaum, 2000, pp. 

77-80). 

31 One response would be to abandon the distinction between the morally terrible and 

the significantly morally problematic. However, this cedes too much, particularly in 

an arena with a history of violations of indisputably basic human rights (Nair et al., 

2004).  

32 Population policies have undermined undoubtedly basic rights for persons of colour, 

especially women (Hardt & Negri, 2004; Nair et al., 2004; Sasser, 2018, pp. 33-36, 

137-144; Wilson, 2012). Hence the explicit inclusion of basic gender and racial 
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justice as priorities in the Combined Model. However, this does not mitigate 

concerns about the psychological and sociological impact of systematic inequality 

above that level.   

33 I use ‘reasonable’ as follows: beyond mutual recognition as human beings with 

certain core entitlements, there is scope for different comprehensive moral doctrines, 

such that it would be unreasonable for those upholding any particular viewpoint to 

insist on its recognition as universally binding (Rawls, 1993, pp. 51-60). ‘Legitimate’ 

implies that insofar as these views demand recognition as the values of different 

groups, the group has settled on them in a manner compatible with basic justice. 

34 Shue (2010, pp. 147-150) proposes three criteria: outcome x would be terrible; the 

mechanism that would bring x about is understood and the conditions are 

accumulating; and the costs of avoidance are comparatively non-excessive. In this 

situation, the conditions are accumulating, but we also know that non-population 

policies could significantly reduce the risk. Given this – and the moral costs of 

population policies themselves – the criteria cannot be straightforwardly applied. 


